
THE TROUBLE WITH THE TSX
index is that it is a concentrated
index. In truth, that’s because the
Canadian market is a concentrated
market economy. For instance, the
TSX 300 index holds:

☛ 32 per cent weighting in
financials.

☛16 per cent is in energy…We’re
talking almost 50 per cent of the
index in just 2 sectors!!!

After that…Industrials and
minerals come in at around 11 per
cent each. Then smaller amounts
in other sectors. So we’re talking

around 70 per cent of the index
focused on 4 sectors.

I bring this issue of a focused
market index up because of the
seemingly never-ending flat per-
formance seen on the TSX. Take a
look at the TSX 300 index in Jan-
uary of 2018. As I write this arti-
cle, almost two years later, it is
just a percent or so higher than
where it was way back then. One
might have been fooled into
believing in new life for the TSX
when the composite took out its
former high level of around
16,500 back in September. The
TSX Composite almost reached
17,000 (16,947 to be exact) that
month. A solid move above resis-
tance….or so it seemed!

The problem with that “break-
out” move in September was that
it was on the back of an oil threat
coming after the drone attack in

Saudi Arabia. Energy - represent-
ing 16 per cent of the TSX 300
index, temporarily popped on that
news. This move on energy ended
up driving the TSX momentarily
higher. When things calmed down
a few days later, energy prices,
and the TSX, fell back. The con-
centration of energy within the
TSX Composite allows for a false
breakout. Such a move may fool
technically driven investors like
ourselves to read more bullishly
into a situation than is merited.
Unless, that is, you use a 3-bar
breakout rule as I have discussed
on this blog before, and in my
book, Sideways.

My take: Before we prognosti-
cate about the potential for the
TSX index, we need to look at
those top 4 sectors that make up
70 per cent of the TSX’s return.
We need to pay particular atten-
tion to f inancials and energy,
given the 50 per cent weighting of
their presence in the index. Let’s
look at these sector charts for
clues as to the merits of buying a
TSX index ETF or similar vehicle

Financials
The recent breakout on the

iShares TSX financials ETF (XFN-
T) didn’t include too much influ-
ence from Canadian banks. Banks,
the larger influence on this sector
–followed oil’s rally and decline in
September, which presented a false
breakout at that time. Since then,
the banks have rallied a bit, but
haven’t made too much of an effort
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at putting in new highs. The banks
have settled back into their “hold-
ing pattern” of sideways returns.
Meanwhile, the broad financial
ETF (XFN-T) has broken out,
mainly on the back of a very few
select names in that index. Namely,
Element Financial (EFN-T) and the
insurance names in the ETF. So,
what we have here is a very narrow
leadership within a sector that rep-
resents 32 per cent of the returns
for the TSX 300 index!

Energy
Take a look at the iShares

Energy Producers ETF (XEG-T).
It doesn’t take a highly trained
Technical Analyst to spot the
September pop on oil stocks as
just another lower high in a
series. Clearly, the energy sector,
weighing in at 16 per cent of the
vote, is not supporting a new
breakout for the TSX 300 index.
Note the lower lows and lower
highs. That’d be a downtrend,
folks! The trend should be
assumed as bearish until a base
and breakout occur. Perhaps ener-
gy is basing now, having put in a
couple of flatter lows recently.
But it’s far too early to become
bullish on the sector. The broad
index isn’t going to get much
help from the energy sector until
that downtrend reverses.

Industrials
A small rally in September for

the Canadian Industrials (BMO
ZIN ETF) didn’t last long. The
sector is consolidating. What is
important is to note that the sector
is not looking like it’s going to
help the broader TSX index make
new highs, at least at this time. It’s
a weak looking chart until that old
high of just under $30 is taken out.
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Materials & mining

Another questionable breakout.
The iShares Materials ETF (XMA-
T) hit $15.11 in September, barely
beating out its early 2018 high of
$14.98. This sector, as seen via the
ETF, seems to hit a ceiling at $15 or
so, then fall like a brick. The sector
is stuck in a 4-year consolidation
pattern. A great ETF if you are a
swing trader. But the sector is not as
great as a market leader. It’s hard to
call this chart supportive of a new
bull market for the TSX 300.

Conclusion
The breakout by the TSX back in

September was less about the
strength of the Canadian stock mar-
ket. It was more about a temporary
action by the leading sectors –
specifically the energy and finan-
cial sectors. They reacted to a sin-
gle, unique political event. That
event (the Saudi air drone attack)

was expected to pressure oil prices
upwards. Canada’s economy and its
growth are dependent to a certain
degree on energy (are you listening,
pipeline haters?). When reality set-
tled in and energy prices returned to
lower levels, the TSX 300 returned
to no-man’s land. Meanwhile, the
U.S. market went on to new highs. 

Beyond financials – The leading
sectors within the TSX 300 index
do not support a lasting bull market
at this time. Sure, the financial sec-
tor may drive the index to another
new high in the short term. But that
pop, if and when it occurs, may not
be so long lasting. You need broad,
sector participation to sustain a bull
market. Oil needs to find a bid.
Industrials and materials need to
participate to some degree as well.
The financials can influence the
market for a period, but not for the
longer term. A healthy market
should display wide participation
in most of the sectors. As Red

Green (the iconic Canadian come-
dy show starring Steve Smith) used
to say: “We’re all in this together”.
Certainly, in the case of a market
index, this is true.  �
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